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whispers
— Carole Z. Spinelli
Destiny dwells
in the wind of a whisper.
Exposing a secret
takes barely a breath.
For passing a rumor that brings down a rival, like
"Did you know thus and so?"
Whispers work best.
Comfort consoles
in the wind of a whisper.
Confidence soars
on the wings of its flight.
Sleep slumbers sweeter if someone can be there
to tuck us in covers
and whisper, "Goodnight."
Promises pledge
in the wind of a whisper;
sacred expressions
dispelling all fear,
truest intentions of lovers confiding,
the whispered, "I love you,"
when no one is near.
Feeling unfolds
in the wind of a whisper,
trailing its touch
like a breeze on the cheek.
Fisteners cherish the fragile impression
when only...
The wind of a whisper will speak
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